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LETT IT OR 
I've been thinking a lot about light this week. Light plays a 
critical role in our existence, yet it seems to get little atten-
tion. Proper lighting is critical, just ask any set designer or 
art gallery owner, Poor lighting can add twenty pounds, 
make bags under the eyes glow like radioactive mud, and 
leave you looking all pasty and sick. 
Current theories suggest that light can act either as a 
wave or a particle, leading me to postulate that by its very 
nature, light is as mysterious as it is illuminating. You can 
feel light headed, you can light the way, or you can even 
attach light's evil twin brother, the laser beam, to the head 
of a frickin' shark. 
Light is weightless. Light is symbolic. As a major source 
of both our vision and our lives, light is the one principle 
whose opposite is defined as its absence. Darkness is the. 
nothing that results from the absence of light. 
The Heisenberg Principle suggests that the very act of 
illuminating something in order to observe it somehow 
alters the object viewed on a molecular level. If that's true, 
everything we see is actually that thing interacting with 
light, which then interacts with our eyes, retinas, and nerv-
ous systems. 
If Heisenberg is right, it seems to me that we actually 
live in a world inhabited by verbs rather than nouns ... and 
that everything that we can see and experience is at the very 
least a process of a minimum of two things interacting. My 
finger flips a light switch, the light hits my room
1 
the room 
is altered, I experience the rootJ;l. And although it all 
appears to be happening instantaneously, the light is actually 
traveling at roughly 186,000 miles per second. Baffling! 
Amazing! 
Our sleep patterns have changed drastically since the 
advent of artificial light. For instance, current theories hold 
that in the pre-artificial light days, humans actually slept for 
3 
a few hours just after dusk, then awoke and went about vis-
iting and eating (in the dark, I suppose) and the such for a, 
couple of hours before retiring in the mid-night until dawn. 
Nowadays, an after-dark walk reveals the blue flickers of 
TV screens in dark rooms more often than not. Cathode-
ray lights drape the bulk of our population until bedtime, 
even after the lights are out. 
Another current theory suggests that we may be doing 
more than simply wasting time in front of the tube; we may 
be irrevocably damaging ourselves. Falling asleep in lit 
rooms, whether by candles, electric lights, or televisions, 
precludes the brain from producing melaronin, the drug 
that triggers the human brain to reach the rejuvenative state 
of deep sleep we need to recharge. This lack of melatonin 
production not only leads to the myriad of health risks 
associated with sleep deprivation, but has also been linked 
to the drastic rise in breast cancer rates among first-world 
women in recent decades. As the light giveth, the light 
. taketh away. 
I'm yet to see the light about why I'm so taken with illu-
mination this week. What I have seen, however, is one high-
ly informative, stunningly entertaining college newspaper. 
And the name of that paper my friends, the name that 
should be up there in lights, is The Other Press. So find a 
well-lit spot and let us light the way. Throw open the 
spring-time curtains, it's OP time. 
-Colin Miley, Managing Editor 
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Franch Studants March Against Anti-Youth Labour Laws 
Nicole Burton, News Editor 
Raassassing Canada's 
For workers under the age of 26 in France, a new two-year 
job contract now allows employers to fire them at any time 
without explanation. 
This has put youth and students in an uproar across 
the country, and as many as 300,000 joined rallies and 
protests in Paris, Marseille, Grenoble, Rennes, and 
Bordeaux by the end of last week. From March 10-20, 
nearly half a million students participated in the protests, 
including marches in the streets, holding protests in their 
universities, and occupying local city halls and government 
buildings. 
The new law was proposed in the fall 2005 by Prime 
Minister Dominiqu·e de Villepin, after a 4-week blaze of 
' youth protests erupted across France, mainly among the 
suburbs of major cities where youth from immigrant fami-
lies face Frances greatest levels of poverty, unemployment, 
racism, and police brutality. Villepin insisted this would be 
a useful way to encourage employers to hire young work-
ers and to get more young people out of the streets-and 
out of trouble. 
What Villepin doesn't say in his press statements is 
more important, French protestors said. 
Last Thursday, students marched on Place d'Italie in 
Paris, chanting, "Villepin, you're toast-the students are in 
the streets!" As many as 100,000 were counted in 
Thursday's Paris demonstration, where students wore black 
ry Bola Abroad 
Amanda Stutt, The Ubyssey (University of British Columbia) 
VANCOUVER (CUP)-Heavy criticism was handed out 
over Canada's current role in Afghanistan and Haiti during 
a talk Tuesday at the Student Union Building's Norm 
Theatre on the campus o.f the University of British 
Columbia. 
Canada's recent two-year military presence in Haiti has 
been a "brutal occupation and has been wiped from the 
historical record, less than a 'few months after its fmaliza-
tion," said Nathan Crompton, a third-year political science 
major during the ''War, Gender and Terror" forum. 
The history of Haiti as a nation has been completely 
obscured because of this, he added. 
Nita Palmer, a UBC student organizer, discussed the 
political reasoning behind the military interventions in 
Haiti and Afg!J.anistan. She noted how the geo-political 
positions of these nations are viewed as "hubs of 
Canadian imperialism." 
"Occupying Afghanistan opens up a lot of opportunity 
for economic expansion ... throughout all of Europe and 
Asia," Palmer said, citing an agreement signed following 
the 2002 invasion to run an oil pipeline fromTurkmenistan 
down to Pakistan. 
This pipelirie would run straight through Afghanistan, 
she added. 
Palmer emphasized that Haiti is another strategic point. 
She noted that because Latin America is a hotbed of social 
movements, ¢e occupation of Haiti made it a key political 
foothold in Latin America. 
Palmer also argued that Canada's role in these occupa-
tions has brought destruction to not only the lives of peo-
ple in occupied nations, but also to the lives of Canadians 
because of increases in military spending. 
garbage bags over their bodies to symbolize how the new 
labour law makes youth "disposable." 
BBC news is currently managing an open blog for stu-
dents participating in the rallies to speak their minds. 
From Paris, Kaya Burgess writes, "In Paris as an 
Oxford Uni languages student, I was on the front line in 
the protests today. The majority [were] concerned about a 
law which ridicules the very idea of a 'contract' .. . [there 
was an] unnecessary use of tear gas and armoured vehicles 
against a predominantly young, peaceful majority. Using 
my university card and camera, I posed as a· journalist 
behind police lines, witnessing the French descend into a 
police state." 
Also from Paris, an anonymous source wrote, "I am an 
American living and studying in France. From what I have 
observed, except for graduates from the elite 'grands 
ecoles,' young people are expected to do a series of 'stages' 
(internships) until they are lucky to get a 'real' job ... [the 
real problem is] this economy desperately needs a jump-
start." 
The nationwide student protests are considered the 
largest since the infamous May 4th student riots in 1968, 
when students became highly radicalized around questions 
of student rights, workers' rights, US and French military 
intervention in Vietnam, and social funding for France's 
education system. 
"Students and youth bear the brunt of these cuts to 
social programs by increasing debt and poverty . .. These 
are not just attacks on people in Haiti and Afghanistan, 
but also are attacks on people in Canada," she said. 
Women's Studies Professor Sunera Thobani spoke pas-
sionately about "an urgent need to commit ourselves to 
anti-war, anti-racist, anti-imperialist movements." 
In the context of the current occupation of 
Afghanistan, she said that prominent western women who 
spoke in support of the invasion-referring specifically to 
Laura Bush's public comments about the oppressed state 
of women under the Taliban regime-legitimize the occu-
pation of Afghanistan, that "has been represented as a 
feminist project of liberating women." 
However, she outlined that in contradiction to this 
premise, that the war "has had devastating consequences 
for the women in Afghanistan." 
''Afghanistan still continues to be seen as 'the good 
war,"' she stated, "and what this discourse has done about 
liberating Muslim women is that it has given the W?tr a 
legitimacy that it otherwise wouldn't have had." 
In addition, Thobani stressed that since the September 
11 attacks, the Bush administration presented an idea of 
an attack on the West and the response in Canada was to 
accept this discourse of Western values "being under 
attack by Muslims." 
"The Muslim is now defmed as the threat to national 
security," she said. "Muslims today [don't operate] in 
North America as a religious category, [they] operate as a 
radicalized category." 
''We need to confront this anti-Islam hysteria," she 
said. 
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B Sidas: Sombar Raflactions on a Lifa Wastad 
Brandon Ferguson, Opinions Editor 
On an otherwise perfect night for a party last week, a car-
load of teenagers tore down a Vancouver Island highway 
to pick up a friend en route to another destination, another 
drink, another youthful affair. Bolstered by their own invin-
cibility, these babes in the woods bore down the windy 
road, broke free of the pavement's grip, arid barrel-rolled 
across the boundary between asphalt and yard, bursting 
into a thousand pieces and a million tears. Dead are two 
18-year-old boys and a 15-year-old girl. Alcohol is consid-
ered a factor. 
The senselessness of the tragedy is only multiplied by 
the needlessness of the inquiry into what went wrong. I 
say needless if only because we already know what hap-
pened. 
In Nanaimo, there isn't much to do. Every town in the 
coastal region, it seems, has a sweet tooth for something. 
You go to Pender Island for the pot; hit Gibson's if blow's 
your thing; Gabriola's a wild mushroom trip; and in the 
cities, both Nanaimo and Victoria, nothing complements a 
two-four like, well, another two-four. For all of its natural 
beauty, the Islands and Sunshine Coast seem tragically 
mired in the need to be inspired by something, anything. 
We have the same problems on the mainland, tenfold, 
but rarely are they as spectacular. Perhaps that's because it 
happens so often here; maybe it's just that we don't notice 
anymore. 
In the rural areas of this big,. beautiful province, it takes 
time to do everything, including getting places. Long 
stretches of brilliantly curving roads hover over the edges 
of frothy sea crests and forest secrets, daring drivers to 
keep their eyes and attention on the road. Add the fawns, 
does, deer, and moose to fauna to the foliage and it's freak-
ing hard to get anywhere without delay. 
Which is why there is so much sense of community in 
these towns; it's why something like ''Three Dead Teens" 
cuts deeper than page 3; it's why a hastily held police press 
conference, announcing that a 19-year-old kid will be told 
that he is a murderer of friends when he wakes up in a 
Vancouver hospital, seems insensitive, rude, and even 
wrong. There was beer at the scene? Well, duh. They were 
drinking and driving and died trying to grow up-do we 
really need an autopsy to diagnose the tragedy here? 
Drinking and driving is •inexcusable-period. I should 
know; if there were drunk driving Olympics, I'd win gold 
(if only I could remember where my keys are). It's not 
something to be proud of, but it's something I once was 
proud of. Many, many times I may have passed you in the 
night, occasionally during the day, beer in hand and blitz in 
my eye, singing Beach Boys at the top of my lungs while 
bringing danger to every inch of the street. So they say, 
anyWay. Again, I was the best of the worst, so I'm pretty 
sure you were safe. 
One time, I drove to Calgary. My friend and I had a 
few cases of beer, a bag of weed, and enough ephedrine to 
keep a cow awake. Every time we fmished a beer along the 
12 hour drive, we'd hurl it at a road sign, the height of 
machismo. We went a combined 0 for 36, each miss more 
hysterical than the last. There were a few sketchy moments, 
of course, as it is the Coquihalla, where the only thing cra-
zier than a couple of cracked out kids coursing towards 
Calgary is a meth-head truck driver careening towards 
Quebec. But what I'll remember most--or, what I can 
remember most-is the cowboy boot mug of Bailey's and 
coffee in Revelstoke, peeing on the cop car in Canmore, 
and yakking on the salt-licked road in Banff National Park 
as mountain goats bayed and ran away. 
By the time we got to Calgary, we were tired, haggard, 
hung-over, and unaware of how happy we should be to be 
alive. But rock stars don't ever answer their fan mail .... 
I mention this only because I'm becoming, not okay 
with, but thankful that I survived my time as a self-cen-
tered menace to society. I've been stuck in a ravine, chased 
by cops, locked up, beaten down, on the edge of cliffs, 
stuck in a snow bank, over medians, through red lights, 
into curbs and onto police scanners-sexy, sexy stuff. It's 
as damning of my person as it was indicative of my per-
sonality. 
Lawyers, doctors, donors, and clicks-no one believes it 
can actually happen to them. And therein lies the rub. It's 
not about you, you drunk driving dick! It's about the van 
full of kids, the bus with the Christian choir, the pedestrian 
walking their dog, and the people .in your car. If you have a 
death wish, as I did, then good for you. Even if the ration-
ale that "nobody would care if I died today" was spot 
on--and it rarely if ever is-many people care a great deal 
about the innocent people affected by these tragedies. 
In my perfect death, I am speeding along a windy road 
in the Alberta backcountry of Kananaskis, singing to Dave 
Matthews on a mixed tape, smoking a cigarette, holding a 
cold beer, and staring at the full moon as it nestles in 
between two snow-capped peaks above a glacial lake below. 
The moon shimmers and ripples across the water as a 
warm Chinook blows through the valley, flicking the ash 
!Jff my cherry. I take in a deep breath and let out of all my 
troubles, enjoying one last swig of beer before plunging 
over the edge and down into the endless abyss of some-
thing that took time to build but needed only selfishness to 
ruin. 
I'd be happy with that death, but the world is rarely 
perfect. 
Three lives gone, two ruined, and countless others 
scarred forever. We care about these tragedies because they 
are both real and senseless yet still happen-like life itself. 
But -if you can care about this then you can look in the 
mirror and care about yourself. 
Drunk driving is the worst kind of selfish. It gives 
nothing to the world and takes so much away. And for 
what? Your bed? The towing expenses? Cab fare? Your 
manhood? Another freaking beef? All minor tolls when the 
cost can be so incalculable. 
Every kid will at some point play the odds and put 
themselves at risk. It's part and parcel with the phase. 
From the kids in Nanaimo to the skids in Coquitlam, 
they'll all experience their fair share of close calls. Most 
will escape-many with nothing more than foggy memo-
ries and bruised legs-but some will serve as short-lived, 
life-long reminders to smarten up. 
At least until the next party. 
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You Oppaa tha War? Can you ramambar why? 
JJ McCullough, OP Columnist 
People naturally have short memories, but when it comes 
to political matters if often seems like the public's memory 
is even shorter than usual. Because politics, like law, relies 
so heavily on past precedent to create policies for the 
future, blatant historical revisionism frequendy becomes an 
attractive partisan tool for the political demagogues of the 
world. 
The Iraq war is not going well at present-at this point 
one hardly needs to be a liberal to say so. As the war con-
tinues to evolve into a greater partisan liability for 
President Bush, people inevitably want to re-examine the 
origina.l pretexts for the 2003 invasion itsel£ It's here where 
the liberals spring to attention. 
The left knows if their particular narrative about the 
war's origins can become the universally accepted history, 
then the war itself will forever be defined as a failure, with 
liberal viewpoints in the right. The plan worked remarkably 
well during the Vietnam years. Today, when people re-tell 
the stories of that war, the heroes are almost inevitably the 
protestors and detractors who opposed it, the villains 
always the Republican president and his advisors who 
Is it Hot in Hara ... 7 
lain Reeve, OP Fella 
I have this little theory. I think that scientists secredy get 
together, in a bunker or castle or something, and organize 
messages of certain doom. I think they bash their substan-
tial noggins together and suss out what kind of gibber-
speak they're going to use to justify the latest nature boo-
gie-man that is ensuring the end of all humanity. They then 
make up a schedule of when they will release these mes- . 
sages of doom to ensure that we get a new one on a fairly 
regular basis. 
And why do they do this? Because scientists are evil, 
vindictive, little people trying to get revenge on humanity 
waged it. 
As the left tries to entrench its own history of the Iraq 
war, there has lately been a far amount of re-exploration of 
the WMD issue in many media outlets. The purported 
existence of Iraqi weapons of mass destruction, as we all 
know, served as a major justification for the American 
invasion in 2003. The failure to find any such weapons in 
the aftermath thus presents the Bush administration's clear-
est failure to date. As such, the left has predictably seized 
upon this embarrassmeht, and warped it through a variety 
of revisionist tactics so they can best exploit the existing 
public outrage over the matter. 
The trendy left-wing position is now to argue that 
"everyone knew" Saddam never had the weapons, and thus 
· retroactively justify their own opposition to the war on 
those grounds. It could be a very effective strategy if suc-
cessful. After all, the history books will not record 
President Bush very favorably if the conventional wisdom 
depicts him as the architect of the great WMD lie of '03. 
The problem, however, is that "everyone" did not 
know. Though the matter may seem cut-and-dry now, the 
fact remains that prior to the Iraq war itself the existence 
of some degree of Iraqi WMD arsenal was largely taken 
for granted. Politicians of every ideological stripe from 
every nation in the world were largely in agreement that 
the Saddam possessed certain deadly, banned weapons. I 
could quote dozens of liberal politicians, from Gerhard 
Schroder in Germany to Hillary Clinton in the US, but the 
words of our own foreign minister, Bill Graham, perhaps 
summed it up best when, during a March 2003 session of 
parliament, he declared that "Saddam Hussein has acquired 
weapons of mass destruction. This is clearly what started 
this and what brought us to where we are." 
The argument regarding the war at the diplomatic level 
was ~us not whether or not such weapons existed (with a 
for making fun of them in grade ten. They do this by mako 
ing us think we are all doomed. Which we totally aren't! 
Right? 
Ok, as nice as it would be if scientists were just screw-
ing with us, chances are they didn't go to school for like 12 
years for nothing. No, as it turns out, scientists are really 
smart and what they have to tell us should be taken more 
as motherly advice than as motherly nagging. 
Last week a pair of stories from the scientific commu-
nity got me a little hot under the collar-insert comic 
drum hit here. "Mankind is changing the climate." These 
were blunt words from one Professor Sir David King, a 
man so distinguished he is a doctor and a knight. The 
good Sir Dr. was the head of a study which, taking sam-
ples in the American Rockies, found that the past year's 
increase in atmospheric C02 levels has been the largest on 
record. This adds to evidence that levels of build up are 
not decreasing; they are in fact increasing at an alarming 
rate. This shows that the international emissions regime is 
still failing to keep up with the reality of the problem. 
As good as the Lancelot PhD was at making us feel the 
end is nigh, us Canadians are not ~o bad at forecasting the 
end of all things sacred either. Veteran Doomologists at 
Environment Canada confirmed what anyone east of 
Hope and north of Squamish already knew-this was the 
hottest winter our fair nation has ever seen. Temperatures 
averaged 3.9 degrees centigrade above the average, making 
reply in the positive authorizing war), but rather what the 
response to the existence should be. The answer given by the 
Chretien government of the day (and a handful of other 
European regimes) was that we should do nothing, save 
for perhaps an indefinite continuation of UN inspections. 
I debated the merits o~ the Iraq war extensively during 
the run-up to the invasion- including in these very pages-
and I remember well the rhetoric that much of the left was 
using at the time in regards to the WMD issue. Far from 
denying the existence of such weapons, their line tended to 
be varying degrees of "so what." So what if Iraq has 
WMDs, they argued, doesn't America herself posses far 
worse? Are not the WMDs of Israel and Pakistan far more 
dangerous? Didn't the Reagan administration give the 
WMDs to Saddam in the first place? Do we really want to 
see biological w~apons used by Hussein? And so on and so 
forth. Some cranks even speculated that Bush himself has 
probably planted the WMDs in Iraq ahead of time so they 
could be found easily and justify the mission-an absurd 
conspiracy to be sure, but even this one assumes there still 
were WMDs in Iraq. 
The fact remains that in the run-up to the 2003 inva-
sion left-wing critics opposed the war on a variety of other 
grounds, with arguments that were far more hysterical and 
paranoid than the moderate line they are taking today. Back 
in the spring of that year conservatives were subjected to a 
number of fearful tales about Bush's oil war, American 
imperialism, and the evil neo-con agenda of global dopli-
nation. There were no rational critiques, no calm analyses, 
and no constructive alternatives, just shallow anti-
Americanism, deranged conspiracy theories, and far-left 
demagoguery. 
Looking at the situation in Iraq today, critics will 
scream, "I told you so." In reality, they told us nothing. 
this not just the warmest winter, but, on average, the 
warmest season ever. In a stable condition, this sort of 
irregularity should happen every 100 years or so. But con-
sidering that, with the exception of the springs of 2002 
and 2004, our temperatures have been above average for 
eight years running there is a clear message: the Great 
White North may be showing a little more green in the not 
so distant future. 
Sure, I'm beating a dead horse. We all know the envi-
ronment is in trouble, at least to some degree. But, as with 
most things, we seem totally put off by the idea of doing 
anything about it. I would be very happy to see one-
JUST ONE--piece of environmentally friendly legislation 
in this country, anything where this type of information is 
priority number one. 
Now, I'm not the type of guy to put all faith in the 
authority of science, but it's hard to ignore a consistent 
drone of bad news over a decade or three. But maybe that 
is the problem; maybe the consistency of the doom storie.s 
has caused people to change the channel, turn the page, 
and practice their night moves. Perhaps what the suppos-
edly disengaged scientific community should do, instead of 
just throwing out the doom prophecies and letting us read 
or ignore them, is give us a damn solution. What we need 
are some political scientists who are actually scientists; 
instead, we have politicians who can ignore science and sci-
entists who can ignore the "how" of fixing problems. 
Continued: P.8 
Nuclear 
Wouldn't it be great if there were an easy answer to the 
problem of climate change? And wouldn't it be great if we 
could solve our electricity needs at the same time? 
Yes, it would be, but wishful thinking won't solve these 
complex problems. And neither will nuclear power. 
Last week, the UK's Sustainable Development 
Commission urged British Prime Minister Tony Blair to 
reject building new nuclear reactors as an option to meet 
electricity demand and slow climate change. Instead, the 
commission recommended an aggressive expansion of 
energy efficiency programs and renewable energy. 
The commission based its decision on eight new 
research papers. Together, these papers led commission 
members to conclude that although nuclear power is a low-
carbon technology with a good safety record in the UK, 
the benefits are outweighed by serious disadvantages. 
These include: the disposal of radioactive waste; the high 
cost of reactors; the inflexibility of depending on a few 
large-scale power plants; the issue of relying on constantly 
increasing energy supply, rather than reducing demand; and 
concerns over security. 
Left Overs continued: 
People who can see both the scientific and 
political causes and solutions to these 
problems are our best chance for absolu-
tion. 
So don't leave us hanging scientists! 
Tell us how screwed we are, but also tell us 
how we'll save ourselves in the nick of 
time. At least it would make for more 
interesting stories. 
OPINIONS 8 
herring 
This conclusion stands in stark contrast to one provid-
ed to the Province of Ontario by the Ontario Power 
uthority, which recommends that the province spend $35 
billion of taxpayers' money to subsidize new nuclear reac-
tors. Why such different takes on a similar problem? 
Unlike the UK analysis, the Ontario Power report both 
overestimates growth of electricity demand and underesti-
mates the potential for efficiency and conservation. It also 
underestimates the potential of renewable power sources, 
and overstates the reliability of nuclear power while down-
playing the associated costs. In short, it fails to actually 
analyze what caused the current electricity crisis in Ontario. 
Without that analysis, the province is setting itself up. to 
repeat the same mistakes again. 
In the 1970s, Ontario based its energy future on 
nuclear power. tJowever, those reactors suffered from seri-
ous and lengthy breakdowns leading to billion-dollar repair 
bills, not to mention an electricity gap that necessitated 
stoking up the smog-producing furnaces of the province's 
coal-fired power plants-fueled by coal brought in from 
the US. 
And then there was the cost. Escalating construction 
costs, over-runs and reliability problems took the shine off 
nuclear reactors by the late 1970s. Still, Ontario Hydro 
pressed on through the 1980s-and built the western 
world's largest nuclear plant at Darlington. They even man-
aged to exempt it from the province's environmental 
assessment act. Yet when the electrons were fmally flow-
ing, this plant, budgeted at $3.4 bil1i.on, had cost nearly $15 
billion. 
Proponents of nuclear power portray it as a climate 
saviour-an easy, shrink-wrapped, turn-key solution to 
global warming. But we've been down this road before and 
we have Ontario Hydro's nearly $40 billion debt to show 
for it. Nuclear power may be low-carbon, but it has far too 
many other costs to justify investing our future in it. 
What Ontario needs is an electrical system that mini-
mizes the risk of power shortages, unreliable delivery, spik-
ing power prices, financial debt and environmental debt-
including a radioactive legacy, smog, and greenhouse gases. 
The cheapest, most effective way to start building that sys-
tem is to invest in maximizing energy efficiency. Right now, 
Ontario currently uses 60 percent more electricity per capi-
ta than New York State, so we have a long way to go. 
But the best part about energy efficiency and conserva-
tion is that you don't have to wait a decade or more for 
it-you can get started now. Contrary to what its propo-
nents would have you believe, nuclear power isn't easy, fast 
or cheap. You can't pop by Wal-Mart for a discount nuclear 
reactor and even' if you could-would you really want one? 
What a tragic country ... 
petty regionalism ... 
crumbling military •.. 
political instability ... 
Yeah, and 
Afghanistan has a 
, l~t of problems, too! 
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Ehlar & Raava at tha Movias: V for Vandatta 
lain W. Reeve and Brady Ehler, OP Vengeance Veterans 
Reeve: 
I'm a sucker for well done big brother, dystopian horror-
world movies. Classics such as 1984 and its satirical cousin, 
Brazil, have created chilling and horrific worlds that do an 
excellent job of forcing us to look inward at the world we 
live in now. V for Vendetta is born of this line, but is by no 
means of the same pedigree as the aforementioned films. 
Based on the cult-famous 80s comic mini-series by 
writing demigod Alan Moore-also creator of The League of 
Extraordinary Gentleme~r-and adapted for the screert by The 
Wachowski Brothers, this film manages to create a rather 
chilling view of Britain gone mad. Hugo Weaving, who 
became a geek favourite after roles in The Matrix and urd 
of the Rings films, plays out the role of our mysterious pro-
tagonist V. He leads a rebellion against the nightmare auto-
cratic state that has subdy taken control of the UK. Along 
the way, he enlists the rebel-in-waiting Evey, played by a 
very capable Natalie Portman. The two summon screen 
chemistry, with Weaving managing a powerful performance 
despite his character being masked for the entire film. 
The world of Vis terrifying, but some of the things 
that played well in the comics come off as awkward on-
film. The speed with which the people are led to start · 
throwing off their shackles is somewhat questionable, as is 
the level of technology in the not-so-distant-future where 
the film takes place. Would people in an autocratic state a 
dozen years from now still be using Dell flatscreens? I sup-
pose the neat thing about it is seeing the 1984-style night-
mare world in its infancy, as the citizens of Vs Britain can 
still remember a democracy. 
I can say that Vis an entertaining film. It is not as 
evocative or thought provoking as other films with similar 
themes, but it is more action packed and, in some ways, 
humanistic. The many characters that become woven into 
the film make for an interesting connection to the world. 
As with The Matrix, there are some sort of goofy writing 
blips, but all in all this is a worthwhile effort. 
E hler: 
Natalie Portman should be thrown into an industrial incin-
erator. At 24, she is a Hollywood mega-celebrity who has 
had major roles in several movies that have made more 
money then the gross national product of small African 
nations. She is also more attractive than any non-genetically 
engineered person has any right to be. So she is rich, 
famous, and beautiful, she's got to be dumb right? No! 
Portman has recendy acquired a Harvard degree in psychol-
ogy. On top of all of this, she is a moderately good actor. 
My conclusion is that Natalie Portman must be 
destroyed on the grounds that she has way mor~ going for 
her than the rest of us will ever have. I suggest incineration, 
because many of us will take great joy in her blood-curdling 
death-screams. 
What else was I going to say ... oh yes, the movie. V for 
Vendetta was about as good as The Matrix Revolutions. Many 
people will surely disagree with me on this; however, those 
people were no doubt blindsided by the fact that the expec-
tations for the final installment of the Matrix trilogy were 
set extremely high, causing it to be a let down. 
While V for Vendetta was entertaining for several rea-
sons, the characters were flat. V, the main character ... sort 
of, was especially two-dimensional. We are given litde of his 
history and actually seemed more like a metaphor for an · 
ideal as opposed to an actual person. This was, in fact made 
very clear-before the concept was shattered in a brief dia-
logue that caused a sudden and profound change in the 
character. 
The fact that the Wachowski brothers apparendy have 
no idea how to create a three-dimensional central protago-
nist was especially disconcerting in this movie, because the 
lead was played by the astonishingly talented Hugo 
Weaving. Here's the thing: Wachowski characters aren't 
characters at all, they are metaphors. If you don't believe 
me, watch The Matrix again, because you didn't get it. 
All in all, this was a decent movie with some strong 
individual scenes. Unfortunately, as a whole, it left much to 
be desired, like a brief respite from never-ending waves of 
shallow Hollywood allegory. 
.---------------------------------------, 
New West Cinemas 
555, 6th Street, New Westminster, BC, 
V7L 5H1 
Ph/Fax: 604.526.0379 Email: ncinemas@yahoo.ca 
Movie Info: 604.526.0332 
Website: www.atnymovi~.com 
I found it on 
teh interweb! 
lain W. Reeve, 
Sharnless Self-Promoter 
This week's website: 
Don't Date Him Girl 
lain W. Reeve, Web Romeo 
No one likes a cheater. Nothing ruins a fun evening 
faster than someone who convinces you "quizjxyk" is 
a word legal in Scrabble, or who pulls your controller 
out just as you're about to go for the gold in a spirited 
game of Mario Kart. But while these types of cheating 
lead to yelling, screaming, and the occasional bloody 
lip, there is another type of cheating that damages 
something more important: the heart. 
We all know that not onfy guys cheat, but we also 
know that girls, at least fu our society, have a tendency 
to be the less conniving, more committed of the sexes. 
This week's Interweb site, www.dontdatehimgirl.com, 
gives women a way of checking up on their new flame, 
to see if he is off warming anyone else's tootsies. You 
can search for a scumbag by name, city, or keywords. 
An advanced search option allows to cross-section 
these traits with things like height and age. 
Once you find an entry, you are treated to a jaded 
woman's retelling of her run-in with Mr. Wrong. These 
entries run the gamut from hilarious, to sad, to just 
plain incomprehensible. The problem with unfiltered 
ranting by the emotionally jaded is that it often comes 
out as impenetrable as the murkiest waters. Though, it 
does mean that you-yes you, the jaded woman~an 
get out there and hammer the guy who broke your 
heart to make sure your fellow ladies don't get burned 
like you did. 
While the site lacks I!lany Lower Mainland guys-~ 
watch out for them though, they're scary sounding-it 
is, if nothing else, good for a laugh. But hey, if you 
girls get out there and let the Internet know about all 
the pimps, playas, and husslas out there you'd be mak-
ing the world a better place for us good, loyal guys 
who really just want to be happy with the right girl. So 
let them have it www.dontdatehimgirl.com! Anything 
that screws over guys who treat girls like property 
makes me a happy camper. 
ARTS&ENTERTAINMENT 
Silay Adama: An lntarviaw 
Jen Aird, OP Contributor 
Siley Adama is a musician and dancer from Senegal. He 
left Senegal with the national dance company Ballets 
Africaines, traveled extensively worldwide, and has resided 
in Canada for the past ten years. He has since taught thou-
sands of people the traditional dances and rhythms of 
West Africa, while performing with both Takaja and Joko 
Band. Siley is one of the most interesting and charming 
people I have ever met. One should be as lucky as me to 
have the opport:un:ity to sit down and talk with him. 
J: Siley, what do you do? 
S: What I do I do? I do music, dance, drum, the African 
dance, the African drum, and [I] sing in my band. 
J: In Senegal there are people called Griots ... (Griot is 
a French term for a class of musicians in West 
Africa). 
S: Griots, yes. 
J: Is it true that it is only a particular caste that make 
music, or is music free for all to do? 
S: Okay, before it was only the Griots. But now, in the new 
generati?n, now we understand it's ... work. Like before, 
women, they didn't drum because they say when you play 
drums nobody wants to marry you. But the female Griots, 
they can play, they can sing. But now in the new genera-
tion, everything has changed. 
J: What about your family? 
S: My family, they are Geer. 
J: Geer? 
S: Geer is like a nobleman. That is why my family, when I 
was a kid ... didn't want me to do the music. 
J: What should you have done instead of music? What 
would have been more of an appropriate job, rather 
than music? 
S: Everybody does music now. If you don't play the drum, 
you're going to sing. If you don't sing, you're going to 
dance. If you don't dance, you know painting or some-
thing. You must know something about art. Sing, dance, 
drum, paint, or collage. . 
J: The first president after Senegal became independ-
~nt was Leopold Senghor .•. 
S: After we had the independence of Senegal, we had pres-
ident Senghor. 
J: He was really interested in the arts? 
S: Yeah, Senghor was really interested in the arts and 
music. That's why Senegal has a lot of artists. He support-
ed a lot of musicians. During the time of Senghor, artists 
were happy. After Senghor, came Abdoulaye. 
J: You were born three years after Senegal achieved 
independence. How was that? 
S: Cool. It is the only country [that] got independence in 
Africa with no fighting, no blood, no war, no dying. You 
got the independence' intellectual. You must be smart. It's 
your house. Like here, in my house, if I fight here in my 
house, who's going to last? Me? I don't fight with you. like 
Shayhk Ahmad Bamba, the prophet of Senegal, he wrote a 
message for Senegalese people. And that helped Senegalese 
people too, the message of Shaykh Ahmad Bamba. When 
you are traveling, everywhere you travel, you see the 
Senegalese people fighting for peace. Shaykh Ahamd 
Bamba, he had a problem too with the colonization, with 
the French people, when they came. He was there, Shaykh 
Ahmad Bamba. They thought Shaykh Ahmad Bamba did 
government politics, and he didn't do government politics. 
He did the politics of JahJah, God ... peace and love. You 
just understand we live together. If something happens, 
who's dying? Us. Senegal never had a war, man, never had 
fighting. 
J: Who taught you music? 
S: One guy lived in my family house, Abass. He played six 
drums together. Every Sunday, he would play nine to five 
in the morning. That guy by himself would play six drums 
for everybody in the community. I slept by the drum every 
night. When I woke up I would say, "Yeah, I'm Abass." Me 
too, I would play for the kids. I played the same rhythms. I 
played a lot of drum. 
Some people grow up with the music. In Africa, some 
people have it in the blood, the same here in Canada and 
America. You can see some people, they burn. They have it 
naturally, something in the blood. It's not you who does 
music, but music does it to you. I got the music, that's 
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what I do. Music likes me. All of my friends, they ask me, 
"How do you live? How do you live in Canada?" I work 
only by my music. I teach African dance, drums, and in the 
band I sing. All of my life I work only in music. And I 
don't want anything more, only music. No money, I don't 
want millions, nothing. Just to do my music, and then I'm 
good. 
.J: Do you feel like you can do that here in Vancouver? 
S: Sometimes I think it's easy. Sometimes I think it's not 
easy. It's easy when you find your people. It's easy when 
you have a house, and when you rent your house you prac-
tice there. If you don't have a place to practice, that's the 
problem. You need to practice music everyday, man, just 
play. 
J: You lived in Quebec. 
S: In Quebec I worked with my band called Takaja. Takaja 
won the Juno for World Music here in Canada. 
J: Who are, for example, some of your favorite artists 
to come out of Senegal? 
S: Oh, Youssou N'Dour, Baaba Maal. 
J: Independence Day is a national holiday in Senegal. 
Why is it important for you to celebrate it here? 
S: The day that Senegal achieved peace is the day we call 
Independence. When I am here in Can~.a, when I came 
for the first time I said, ''Yeah, I need to do something to 
help the community, the Senegalese community." I did 
something big. I did the festival for Independence Bay. I 
met my ambassador. I never knew I had a councilor here 
in BC. I [met] a lot of Senegalese people I had never met. 
And this year too, I'm going to meet a lot of different peo-
ple. The ambassador from Ottawa is coming for that. 
In 2005, at the Croatian Cultural Center, Silry hosted a full 
day of dancing, drumming, and food to commemorate Senegal's 
national Independence Dqy on April4. He plans to hold another cel-
ebration this year at the Croatian Cultural Center near the end of 
April Look out for it! 
You can also catch him every week at Paranada. He teaches a 
drum class .from 5-6:30pm. Paranada is at 1505 Commercial 
Drive. Phone 604.255.3600 for more details. 
So when you walk into a bar with 
some friends and you hear a live 
band playing "Sweet Home 
Alabama," what's the first thing 
you say to yourself? You say, 
"Damnit. I fucking hate cover 
bands." Or am I wrong? Do you 
like untalented, uncreative, des-
perate 20-somethings trying to 
make a quick buck by butchering 
"Hello Time Bomb" four times <t 
night in two different bars? I did-
n't think so. Cover bands always 
blow, right? They always, always 
blow, right? Yeah, about that ... 
One of the most interesting 
projects in recent times has been 
a side project of Mark Kozelek's 
(Red House Painters, Retribution 
Gospel Choir) called Sun Kil 
Moon. I can see our indie-geek 
readers' eyes light up just at the 
name. Sun Kil Moon is, essential-
ly, a. cover band. You probably 
already know that Sun Kil Moon 
doesn't suck though, because this 
is a Modest Mouse cover band. 
"Blasphemy!" the world says in 
unison. And don't get me wrong, 
Isaa~ Brock popped my indie 
music cherry in high school. I 
have more love for that drunken 
bard than a fat kid for non-low-
fat Rolo ice cream. But goddarnn 
if that Kozelek can't turn 
"Dramamine" into something 
goddarnn cool. 
Tif!Y Cities is a compilation of 
Modest Mouse songs from a vari-
ety of albums, from This is a I..nng 
Drive for Someone with Nothing to 
Think Abo11t to Moon and 
Antarctica and even 2004's Good 
News for People who Lnve Bad News. 
The eclectic sampling gives 
Kozelek an opportunity to play 
with a variety of different styles 
that Brock and the rest of 
Modest Mouse have explored 
during their prolific career. 
Obviously, for Modest Mouse 
fans who haven't heard the 
album, the question becomes, 
"How the hell can 'Exit D oes 
Not Exist' possibly get any bet-
ter?" If it ain't broke, why fix it, 
right? Well, think of it less as fix-
ing a broken wheel, and more like 
giving that same wheel a shiny, 
pretty new set of rims instead. 
Kozelek takes songs like 
"Neverending Math Equation," 
"Jesus Christ was an Only Child," 
"Ocean Breathes Salty," and eight 
others and takes them from 
Editing tha Sad Parts: Sun Kil Moon-Tiny Citias 11 
Kevin Lalonde, OP Contributor 
quirky, punctuating rock albums and turns 
them instead into beautiful, rolling folk songs 
filled with unassuming acoustic guitars and 
gentle percussion. The style is reminiscent of 
Iron & Wine's take on the Postal Service's 
"Such Great Heights," taking something 
already perfectly catchy, poppy, and lush, 
rolling it up into a little ball, soaking it in 
singer/songwriter power-juice, and letting it 
slowly and gently unfurl into something com-
pletely different, but equally perfect. In this 
respect, it's very easy to forget that Tif!Y Cities is 
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not an original album, despite how much you 
might think it is when you first hear it. 
Highlights on the album, by far, are covers 
of "Convenient Parking" and "Tiny Cities 
Made of Ashes," which are arguably the 
biggest divergence from the originals on the 
album. Singing along to "drinkin' drinkin' 
drinkin' drinkin' Coca-Coca-Cola" has never 
been so much fun and new. By the same token, 
"Ocean Breathes Salty" is the closest to its 
original, and as such, sounds the least creative 
out of the 11 tracks. However, Kozelek's calm-
ing, steady voice serves to compliment the 
steady acoustic guitar picking on the song, 
turning it into possibly the most perfectly sup-
posed-to-be-depressing-but-isn't song ever 
written. Or covered. 
Anyway, if you've missed the hype about 
Sun Kil Moon, don't worry about it, the album 
is still available, dummy. Ti'!J Cities may just be 
my favourite cover experience since seeing 
Unit 347 playing Simple Plan at the Generator 
in Prince George in 2002. Except that Ti'!J 
Cities is pretty good. Huh. 
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Raul Wast Editor's Advioa for Fraalanoa Writars 
Kai Jansson, OP Contributor 
I had the opportunity recently to interview Ian Caddell, a 
prolific film reviewer and the editor of Reel West magazine. 
~e gave me a lot of good advice for surviving as a free-
lance writer. Ian is a very busy man, but he was gracious 
enough to grant me, a lowly Douglas College student, a 
half-hour telephone interview. 
I first wanted to establish if Caddell saw himself as a 
film critica:he doesn't, despite writing over 5,000 movie 
reviews--before moving into how this Reel West editor got 
into writing about film. 
Caddell began his career while still a student at Simon 
Fraser University (SFU) in the late 1970s, writing articles 
and acting as an editor for SFU's student newspaper, The 
Peak. Over the course of sever~ semesters he wrote many 
articles, several of which were movie reviews. It was on 
the basis of those movie reviews that he got _his first post-
graduation job for the Famous Players chain, acting as 
their public relations agent for Western Canada. 
Caddell then moved to Newfoundland for a time, 
where he became a film critic for the Neufotmdland Herald. 
He quickly gained the status of a minor celebrity there 
due to his movie reviews. He was often invited to visit 
small towns and villages, and was even given excellent 
service or snubbed completely at restaurants or shops 
based on whether he praised or panned a given movie. 
After his experience as a film critic in Newfoundland, he 
left the Herald with a distaste for movie reviews. What he 
didn't realize at the time was that his experiences were rel-
atively unique due to the Neufot~ndland Herald's status in 
that province as the most widely read weekly magazine 
since its founding in 1946, mostly because it held a 
monopoly on news there until1974. 
After moving back to Vancouver in the mid-80s, 
Caddell began submitting articles and reviews to the 
Georgia Straight and soon had his own "Hollywood North" 
column, in which he discussed Vancouver's film industry. 
In turn, this column-having given him the status of 
expert on the Vancouver film scene--drew the attention 
of the Hoi!Jwood Reporter and later the Dai!J Variery, the 
two most influential trade papers in the American film 
industry. While employed by these papers he was paid to 
go to film festivals all around the world-such as 
Cannes-to watch and review movies for a living. By 1989 
he was hired on as the editor at Reel West magazine and 
has held that position ever since. 
Being the editor of Reel West magazine, published six 
times a year, has allowed Caddell to continue freelancing. 
He has written for more than 80 publications worldwide 
and writes about 500 printed articles per year. Caddell now 
knows most of the players in the film industry and has 
become the go-to-guy on the Vancouver film industry 
scene. He is regularly invited to write about film due to 
this expertise, and even acted as a commentator for CTV 
after the Academy Awards. His philosophy on freelancing 
is to never turn down work and to remain extremely · 
organized. 
Caddell's advice for beginning freelancers is this: Find 
your niche. If you're interested in a particular subject, find 
out how much of a need there is for it, how many aspects 
you can write about it, and who will publish it. 
Entertainment (as well as books and music) is a good 
subject since there is always something to write about, 
whether it be films and television, celebrities, or industry 
happenings. Caddell had once considered being a sports 
writer, but he concluded that it was only possible to do so 
if he had a steady job due to the seasonal aspects of that 
field. Restaurant reviews are also limited since the subject 
matter is very localized, lacking the universality of ftlm, 
books, and music. 
Finally, Caddell stresses the importance of time man-
agement and organization. Figure out how much you need 
to make and how much time you have for writing, then 
decide whether it pays off to devote a certain block of 
time to a given task. He also plans out his time carefully 
and knows what he needs to get done in a day, a week, 
and sometimes even several weeks in advance, especially 
since much of his work involves lining up interviews and 
meeting deadlines. 
Despite all the terrific advice that Caddell gave me, it 
was one suggestion he gave me early on in the interview 
that stuck with me long afterwards: If you're a student 
planning to be a writer, get involved with your student 
newspaper. Instead of just thinking about submitting that 
article or letter to the editor that you~ve been working out 
in your mind, take the time to sit down, write out what 
you have to say, and submit it. Then do it again. 
Managing Editor's Note: Word 11p, Ian Caddell Yo11 reai!J hit the 
nail on the head with that last s11ggestion. 
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Tha Artifacts of Ganooida 
Ian Mackenzie, The Peak (Simon Fraser University) 
"How monotonously alike all the great tyrants and con-
querors have been: how gloriously different are the 
saints."-C.S. Lewis 
PHNOM PENH, CAMBODIA (CUP)-Phnom Penh, 
just one hour's flight from Bangkok, is the capital city of 
Cambodia, and shares much in common with other major 
urban centres of Southeast Asia. It's loud, swarming with 
motorbikes, tuk-tuk drivers, and piles of plastic wrappers 
piled behind rusted tin dwellings-all nestled amongst 
countless hotels, neon signs, and a melee of citizens. 
My fiancee, Karen, and I ask our taxi driver to drop us 
in "The Lake District''-which sounds much more presti-
gious than what is actually found. Picture a crowded alley 
of guesthouses, moneychangers, and monkeys screeching 
from the rooftops of the single-story buildings. Most of 
the guesthouses look out onto Boeung Kak Lake, an emer-
ald-green body of water thick with' snails and garbage. 
After the first night's sunset over the city, I forgave every-
thing. 
Our first stop the following day allowed us to delve 
into the troubled history of the country, which seemingly 
consists of little more than constant warfare and occupa-
tion. For many people, Cambodia conjures up images "of 
genocide, specifically the terrible reign of Pol Pot and the 
Khmer Rouge. From 1975 to 1979, Pol Pot instituted an 
agrarian reform policy based on Maoist ideology that saw 
the forced relocation, torture, and murder of at least a mil-
lion people. With these facts in mind, Karen and I rode 
out to a former site of mass slaughter: Choeung Ek (the 
Killing Fields). 
It's difficult to describe what we found. I could offer a 
list: empty grass fields, signs marking the mass graves that 
appeared to innocently indent the earth, pieces of bone 
poking out of the path amid tattered remnants of clothing, 
skulls packed miles high, their hollow sockets uttering in 
silence the only question they can fathom, "Why?" We pass 
a large tree offering momentary shade from the sun. A sign 
beneath it describes how children were beaten against its 
solid trunk, before being tossed into the graves with their 
mothers. Why do these things happen? The rest of the 
trees have no reply. 
We move on to the ToW Sleng Genocide Museum, 
known as "S21" during the ~er Rouge regime. It had 
been a school before they turned it into a prison, knocking 
out the walls be!Ween classrooms, piling brick after brick to 
fashion tiny cells for "political enemies" to be interrogated 
and tortured before being sent to the Killing Fields. 
Nowadays, the Cambodian go'9"ernment has opted to let 
the prison stand as a testament to the genocide, altering it 
little since the Viemamese army liberated it in 1979. 
The grounds are particularly disturbing. I enter a class-
room-turned-torture-chamber, and come upon a rusted 
metal bed, with arm and leg chains still hanging from both 
ends, a pair of large metal pinchers suspended on the 
mesh. The concrete walls are gouged with holes, some 
from the fingers of time, some perhaps from the fingers of 
prisoners trying to escape. Dark spots on the ceiling whis-
per blood. 
Above the bed a large photograph is mounted, depict-
ing the scene the Vietnamese found upon entering this par-
ticular room. I have trouble discerning what is lying on the 
bed in the image, due to the thick swathes of black on the 
floor. I realize I'm staring at a mangled body, the very same 
body that now lies buried in the courtyard along with 14 
others who were found in similar conditions. In total, the 
prison "processed" some 14,000 people. Only a handful 
survived. I leave the compound with the taste of ash in my 
mouth. 
A few days later, Karen and I head south, to the beach-
es of Sihanol,lkville. It had been a while since we'd seen the 
ocean, and we could tell it missed us. We checked into our 
guesthouse, stopping only to change into our swimming 
attire, before hitting the lazy waves that rolled into the 
shore. The water felt like slipping under an electric blanket, 
the warmest ocean I've ever swam in. Yet the feeling of 
comfort failed to hrst as we left the surf and had scarcely 
settled to dry on the sand. 
Immediately, we were confronted with a steady string 
of hawkers-women offering fruit from the baskets on 
their heads, children slyly slipping bracelets over our wrists 
before demanding money, and legless men crawling along 
the shore with quiet determination, reminding us just how 
poor Cambodia continues to be. A part of me wished to 
dole out bills in the hope of assuaging my guilt (whether 
founded or not), out I knew this was no lasting solution. 
Then I heard of the Children's Art Gallery, a local ini-
tiative started by a visiting English painter who discovered 
that poor Cambodian children ~ould much prefer to paint 
and sell their artwork, rather than beg or hawk for change. 
I asked the painter, Roger Dixon, if he would mind doing 
an interview. With his white ponytail and eyes shining, he 
gladly accepted. 
"Things are getting better here," he said, reflecting on 
Cambodia's dark history. "I've been coming here for years 
and it's changing." He revealed how little more than a year 
earlier he had found himself bandaging up the wounds of 
the local children because no one else would. When the 
children saw his paintings they asked if they could create 
as well. Almost a year later, they've sold hundreds of paint-
ings and the children exhibit a renewed enthusiasm for life. 
They still hawk their bracelets, of course, but they do it 
with that smile that can only come with garnering appreci-
ation rather than pity. And certainly, none are more deserv-
ing of hope than Cambodia's children, something Roger 
Dixon must have decided when he quietly began the art 
program. He waved to us as we left the makeshift beach 
gallery, five original paintings under our arms. 
The contrast is stark: On the one hand, the malicious 
sway of dictators such as Pel Pot, murderer of too many 
to name, killed for reasons uncertain, not by his own hand, 
but through the hands of the hundreds of generals, sol-
diers, guards, and regular people who believed in such 
death-Qr if they didn't, failed to recognize the gathering 
darkness before it was too late. 
On the other hand, there are the silent ones that dedi-
cate their lives to the small, significant tasks that· better the 
lives of those around them, in subtle ways that are difficult 
to pinpoint, yet echo nonetheless. These people demand 
no recognition, no attention, beyond the sense that in the 
only way they know how, they've made a difference. And 
that is the only reason I can step to the edge of a mass 
grave and still believe in humanity. 
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The Rugby Run Down 
Royals take a clubbing 
Dave Pearcey, OP Contributor 
1st Division men: Douglas 0 -Vancouver Rowing Club 32 
Despite the absence of several players at an in-season 
wedding, the team was hard pressed to match the speed 
and cohesiveness of the Rowers attack. Full credit to the 
visitors, as they constantly kept the pressure on the home 
side and came up ·with a well-deserved win. 
2nd Division men: Douglas 10 - Rowing Club 33 · 
After a poor first half, the locals picked up their game 
and scored a tty by Rob Norton along with a convert and 
penalty goal by Mike Trafanenko. 
2nd Division women: Douglas 45- SFU 0 
After a tentative start, the Douglas forwards dominated 
this game. After a five-metre serum, the ball was sent 
through several hands for winger Nikki Jackman to open 
the scoring. Another penalty at the five-metre allowed 
scrumhalf Rikkilee Jones to off-load to Megan Griffiths 
for the score. 
Shelley Archer tallied her first-ever tty to up the 
Douglas lead and Kelly Peterson converted to put the 
home side up 17-() at the half. In the second half, the 
Douglas forwards won almost every ruck and serum, set-
ting up tries by Shannon Norton, Megan Griffiths (her sec-
ond), Hailey Archer, and Jones. Four more conversions by 
Peterson added up to a 45-point drubbing. Douglas sits in 
first place with a record of ~2. 
Lou Rene Legge for giving me a great opportunity here at 
D ouglas as the women's basketball coach, with a special 
thank you to the players, and Richard Norman and Art 
Lunn for being great assistant coaches over my five sea-
sons!" 
"On behalf of Douglas College, I would like to thank 
Ed for his commit;ment ~d dedication to our women's 
basketball program," said Athletic Director Lou Rene 
Legge. "Even though he will not be coaching, he remains 
as our Activities Coordinator within the Centre for Sport, 
Recreation, and Wellness at D ouglas. This has always been 
his fulltime job, even while he coached, and I'm happy that 
he'll be able to continue in this position." 
They tackle UBC next Sunday at Queens Park at 2pm. Back to Back for the Dingoes 
Lunn Steps Down 
Brian McLennon, Sports Editor 
After five years as head coach of the Douglas College 
Women's Ba~ketball team, Ed Lunn has decided to step 
down. 
''My wife and I ar~ expecting our first child in July and 
we just moved into our first home in East Vancouver and 
have been renovating ever since," said Lunn. "With a baby 
on the way and unfinished renovations, now is the time to 
shift priorities to be at home more. I would like to thank 
Brian McLennon, Sports Editor 
The Douglas College Dingoes will be heading back to the 
Canadian Wheelchair Basketball League (CWBL) 
Championships in Fredericton, NB after winning their sec-
ond-straight provincial championship. 
''We're looking forward to the trip to New Brunswick," 
said head coach, Peter Taylor. "Last year, we fell short and 
took home bronze. This year, we want to be prepared." 
Led by season MVP, Jaimie Borisoff, the Dingoes fin-
ished with a 12-1 record to claim the title. The National 
team player and double Paralympics gold medalist (Sydney 
2000, Athens 2004) was simply sensational as he orches-
trated the Dingoes' offense, flawlessly setting up team-
mates for easy baskets time and time again. 
Still recovering from cranial edema, which he suffered 
shortly after receiving an MVP honours in Osaka, Japan, 
Borisoff proved the critics wrong. 
"It's going to be a long two weeks in practice," said one 
teammate, who refused to be named. "The 'Doc' will be 
talking a lot of trash." 
Competing under the newly instituted points system, 
the league awarded three points for every win and one 
point for a loss in the first two tournaments. However, in 
the Championship tournament, teams earned five points 
for a victory and no points if they were defeated. 
Heading into the final tournament, every team still had 
a fighting chance based on the league standings; however 
the absence of several key players diminished the likeli-
hood of upsetting a Dingoes repeat. 
One of the players missed during the championship 
tournament was Richard Peter. The MVP candidate and 
National team player was unable to attend the event due to 
prior engagements. "I think we would have faired [even] 
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better if we had Dick [Richard] with us this weekend," said 
Head Coach, Tim Frick. "He is able to provide so much 
on the floor; his absence creates a huge void in everything 
we do." 
Despite being hampered with injuries, the Royals wit-
nessed the emergence of a budding star as their newcomer 
Misty Thomas stole the show in several games with her hot 
shooting performance. The former National team player 
(stand up basketball) and UNLV Alumni has shown great 
improvements in just two years. 
"She is definitely one of their top threats," said Taylor. 
''And you can't leave her open ... she'll hit it." 
Coupled with teammate Bo Hedges, the two made a 
deadly tandem that will be definitely circled on next year's 
scouting report. For her performances, Thomas was 
awarded the "Most Improved Player" and a season all-star 
for the BC-CWBL. 
After the tournament, the BC-CWBL recognized sever-
al players for their contributions throughout the season. 
The recipients were as follows: 
Division 1: 
MVP: Jaimie Borisoff, Douglas Dingoes 
All-Stars: Ross MacDonald, Douglas Lions; Brian 
McLennon, Douglas Dingoes; Misty Thomas, Douglas 
~oyals; Bo Hedges, Douglas Royals; Marni Abbott, 
D ouglas Lions 
Division 2: 
MVP: Chris Foucher, Prince George Pacers 
All-Stars: Matt Ficocelli, Okanagan Thunder; Adam La 
Forest, Oceanside Tsunami; Avril Harris, Prince George 
Pacers; Sunera Samarakoon, LM Canada Games; Mark 
Saunders, Oceanside Tsunami 
BC-CWBL League Awards 
Fairplay Award: 
Division~ : Bert Abbott, Oceanside Tsunami 
Division 2: Jennifer Krempien, Douglas Royals 
Most Improved Player: 
Division 1: Deion Green, Victoria & Scott Allen, Ski-Doo 
Division 2: Misty Thomas, Douglas Royals 
Rookie of the Year: 
Division 1: Tony Golston, Douglas Lions 
Division 2: Chris Foucher, Prince George Pacers 
Tournament Results: 
Division 1 
· Douglas College Royals 42 - Dingoes 63 
Douglas College Lions 59 - Royals 65 
Douglas College Lions 51 -Dingoes 73 
Douglas College Royals 49 - Dingoes 70 
Douglas College Lions 36 -Royals 76 
Douglas College Lions 50 - Dingoes 66 
Division 2 
Ski-Doo 24- LM Canada Games 47 
Oceanside Tsunami 48- Vancouver Bull-dawgs 16 
Okanagan Thunder 49 - Ski-Doo 29 
Vancouver Bull-Dawgs 29- Prince George Pacers 72 
LM Canada Games 62- Okanagan Thunder 52 
Prince George Pacers 83 - Oceanside Tsunami 38 
Semi: Prince George Pacers 62 - Okanagan Thunder 39 
Semi: LM Canada Games 54 - Oceanside Tsunami 30 
5/6th: Vancouver Bull-dawgs 26- Ski-Doos 36 
3/4th: Oceanside Tsunami 53- Okanagan Thunder 52 
1/2nd: Prince George Pacers 59- LM Canada Games 44 
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Light Rail Transit ain't no Skytrain, but it's What wa'ra gutting 
By Brady Ehler, Coquitlam Rep. 
Hooray! The new arm of mass transit is finally 
coming to Coquitlam, Slated for construction in 
2007 is the Evergreen line, a light rail transit system 
(or LR1) that will operate primarily on street level. 
It will run over 11 km from Lougheed Town Centre 
Station to just past Coquitlam Central Station. 
Essentially, Coquitlam could not afford the SkyTrain 
and is compromising with something less expensive, 
something halfway between SkyTrain and bus. 
Originally, The Millennium Line was supposed 
to continue on into Coquitlam. Proof of this are 
the three incomplete platforms west of the 
Lougheed Town Centre station, which now loom 
eerily above traffic like artifacts from a lost civiliza-
tion. Unfortunately, funding ran out and to this day, 
Coquitlam has had to do without rapid transit. 
I personally find this fact is frustrating, since I 
am forced to take the 97 B-Line from Lougheed 
Town Centre to Coquitlam Centre several times a 
week. The ironically named B-Line does not head 
straight for Coquitlam Centre. Its route is, in fact, 
quite indirect. It goes north, then east through Port 
Moody, detours Barnet via Gilford, and finally rolls 
south towards Coquitlam Central. 
Despite its roundabout route, thousands of peo-
ple use the B-Line daily. For most of the day, these 
B-Lines arrive at Lougheed Station every ten or -fif-
teen minutes. Several of the B-Lines are double-
length busses to accommodate the large number of 
passengers. That's the good news. The bad news is 
that it can take 45 minutes to get to Coquitlam 
Centre from Lougheed. By my approximation, that 
is just over half an hour longer than it would take a 
SkyTrain to get there. 
Happily, I think the Evergreen line will be faster, 
although I'm not sure how mlfch faster it will be. 
The route is slightly more direct, unfortunately 
though, there are five stops slated between 
Lougheed and Coquitlam Centre. Also, the trains 
will be operating primarily on street level, and will 
be subjected to traffic lights with the rest of traffic. 
So then, just like busses, the Evergreen line cabs 
will be required to stop at both pick-up/ drop-off 
points and traffic lights. There will, however, be less 
LTR stops than bus stops. Also, the LTR cabs will 
get priority at stoplights. 
Though the system is slated to be up and run-
ning by 2009, many important details have yet to be 
resolved. Some of the production details have not 
been worked out. For example, the construction 
plans are still vague and tenders won't be issued 
until the fall of 2007. Also, some funding issues 
have yet to be resolved; Translink has approved an 
$800 million budget, but it is still unclear where all 
of the funding will come from (taxpayers?). 
Basically, they have the general idea of what they 
want to do, but the specifics are still up in the air. 
The prospective date of completion is 
November 2009, the goal being, of course, to have 
it done in time for the 2010 Olympic Games, when 
Vancouver opens its doors to the world. 
I wonder though, is the LTR line really warrant-
ed? Is it worth it to invest all this money in a mass 
transit system that isn't as good as the one that is 
currently servicing Vancouver, Burnaby, and New 
Westminster? Sure the Evergreen line will be faster 
than the B-Line, but how much faster will it be? 
Will we look back 20 years from now and think to 
ourselves, "Jeez, our transit system needs an 
upgrade. We should have pressed harder to get the 
Skytrain here?" 
Aside from the LTR system being slower and 
less convenient, one must also consider how much 
the LTR system will increase traffic congestion on 
the roads. It will, after all, be running alongside (or 
in between) traffic, using the same highways and 
stopping at the same traffic lights. Bringing in the 
Skytrain would have eliminated this problem com-
pletely. 
I think we should have decided to try and keep 
things more cohesive and efficient, despite the ini-
tial costs. Sure, it would have taken a few more 
years to get the system going, but I think it would 
be worth it in the long run. Perhaps this is what 
wolfld have been decided on if it weren't for the 
pressures of giving the current transit system an 
overhaul in time for the Olympics. 
Maybe Coquitlam just isn't a priority. Maybe 
Vancouver's international image is more important 
to the bureaucrats than doing what is best for the 
people. After all, a new Skytrain line is being con-
structed to the airport. 
Get Behind the Headlines 
Complete Your Education 
School of Journalism 
Thompson Rivers University, Kamloops, BC 
Programs include: 
• Bachelor of Journalism (Regular Program, 
Post-Diploma Program or Public Relations Major) 
• Post-Baccalaureate Diploma Program 
For more information go to: 
http://www.tru.ca/ae/bjour 
School of Journalism (250) 371-5580 
admissions@tru.ca 
TRU Registrar's Office (250) 828-5093 
Third-year entry. Application deadline April 15, 2006 

Compassion. Understanding. Passion. 
Child and Youth Care professionals build relationships that 
change lives. They're passionate about helping troubled youth 
and their families and believe everyone deserves a chance to 
reach his or her full potential. 
Are you ready to reach your full potential? 
At MacEwan, it's up to you. We give you the tools to make a real 
difference. You decide how you'd like to use them. 
Graduate from MacEwan with a four-year Bachelor of Child and 
Youth Care degree - the first of its kind in Alberta. Start at or 
transfer to MacEwan and prepare for advanced child and Yot.iltt 
care practice or entry.into graduate programs. 
We're committed to providing real education for a real 
Think MacEwan. 
VISit www.MacEwan.ca/cyc for details, or call (780) 497-4646. 
Classmads 
Students advertise for free! 
For free student classifieds up 
to 30 words, email: 
othereditor@yahoo.ca with your 
name, student number, and 
desired section, and put "classi-
fied" in the subject line. 
Fast Cash Ads: 3 lines, 3 times 
for $20 (30 words max). Open 
rate of $5 per line. Enquiries: 
call our advertising manager at 
604.525.3542. 
Pictures 
Classified pictures are $10 each 
printing. The picture size is 
• 3.5cm x 2.5cm, black and white. 
When placing an ad please 
remember ... 
All ads must be received by 
Thursday to be published in the 
following Wednesday's paper. 
Check your ad for erron and 
plcasc caD or email our offices 
to report my corrections. To 
ensure the integrity of our stu-
dent newspaper, we n:serve the 
right to revise, ~ edit, or 
refuse your acl 
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Two 128MB Memory Modules 
184PIN DDR PC2100 DIMM 
With original packages. 
A Steal at $45! E-Mail me at 
email@scottelliott.com. 
BRAND NEW DVI Cables for all your 
LCDs for brighter & digitalized displays. Each 
cable is only $10 flat and comes with 30 day 
warranty. If interested, please drop an email 
to Andre at acepccanada@gmail.com for 
details. 
Epson colour 800 printer, 2 new black ink 
cartridges $60. Can see operating. 
HP cd writer $40. 2 pairs of speakers $10 & 
$20. 778 - 885 - 5476 
Herbal products to improve your health. 
Choose an alternative to conventional medi-
cine. Safe and easy to use. Contact Alex at 
natural_cures@hotmail.com or 604.589.8728 
HP 722C printer, new colour ink. cartridg.e 
$75. Epson colour 800 printer, 2 new black 
ink cartridges $60. · 
Can see both operating. 778 - 885 - 5476 
Submit Classifeds to classifieds at othereditor@yahoo.ca 
Epson colour 800 printer, 2 new black ink 
cartridges . 
$60. HP cd writer $40. 2 pairs of speakers $10 & 
$20.778-885-5476 
Tutor/Proofreader (Ph.D) $25/hour for 
essays, thesis, etc. 604.837.1016 
or editor888@hotmail.com. 
Professional tutor, writing coach, and editor 
can help with English 130, 106, 112, and 109; 
also Business Communications, reports, let-
ters, and resumes. Quality guaranteed. The 
Writer's Touch, www.writerstouch.net 
604.437.6069. 
Vancouver Support group for stutterers. 
Every alternate Friday, 7-9pm. Room 4310, 
New West campus. For more info, contact 
Mary Rose Labandelo: 604.526.1735 
.... 
Looking for full time summer work? 
Earn $9-$15/hour 
Painting jobs available 
no exp. nee. full t:rainfug provided 
604-616-4117 ask for meghan 
or leave message with name/number 
Wanted 
OPTions for Sexual Health (formerly Planned 
Parenthood) is looking for volunteers to assist 
on the Facts of Life Line, a toll-free, confi-
dential, sexual health information and referral 
resource line. Call 604.731.4552 ext. 224, or 
visit www.optionsforsexualhealth.com 
Teach English 
Overseas 
fit'·;-; \ ~ . , !',. ......, ' .,.. , 
e Intensive 60-Hour Prog .. m 
• Claaaroom Management Techniqu-
e Detailed Leason Planning 
• Comprehensive T .. chihg Materlllla 
• lntamatlonally Recognized Certificate 
e T .. cher Placement Service 
~ .Job Guar8nt- Included 
.. Thouaanda of Satisfied Studenta 
• OXFORD 
SEMINARS 
780-428-8700 /1·800-779-1ns 
www.oxfordsemlnars.com 

